Grant solutions – Medical Education

iEnvision®
Medical Education

The solution for the management
and tracking of requests for medical
education grants
As your portfolio of medical education grants continues to
expand, and the landscape continues to change, you need

Does this sound familiar...

a system that can keep up with you.

You are spending an increasing amount of time
gathering the information you need to be able to
report on your medical education grants because
your systems do not do what you need them to?

We understand the importance of being able to manage

You would love a holistic view of your medical
education grants, but all the information is not
easy to access to truly reflect on the full picture?

grants area and has been supporting pharmaceutical

Your medical affairs stakeholders are increasingly
asking for visibility of your medical education
grants and outcomes, but providing them with
the information they need certainly isn’t easy?

your diverse medical education portfolio with transparency
and compliance.
Envision Pharma Group is an industry leader within the
companies’ grant programs since 2007. Our technology
solutions are used by 19 out of the top 20 global
pharmaceutical companies every day.

Adding value to your organization

Save time

Strategic alignment and elimination
of redundancies

Reducehigh-level
reliance on
agencies:
track
Effective
grant
management
and access projects

Web portal collects all required data at the
appropriate time, reducing the need to
request or find additional information

Allows visibility of all grant requests from
submitted through to closed, and outcomes
submitted by an organization

Ability to align projects to medical
objectives/strategies to determine gaps
and report appropriately

Progress projects efficiently

Confidence in compliance with the
ability to investigate queries

Quick access to key outcome metrics

An intuitive menu of actions that is dynamic and
changes as the grant progresses, so that you
immediately know what needs to be done next

Documentation of reviews, reconciliation, and
close out processes with full audit trail of all
changes and organization checks

Key performance indicators are visible on
real-time dashboards (eg, number of
submissions, approval rate, financial
summary, grants by status)

Ensure all relevant steps in your project
are covered from day one

Confidence in compliant
project progression

Ensure the currency and accuracy
of your reported information

A standardized workflow in line with industry
standards and can be configured to a company’s
standard operating procedures (SOPs)

Checklists that ensure adherence with
company SOPs and working practices

Ability to filter and develop
real-time ad hoc reports

Medical Education workflow
Helping your business achieve
its medical education goals

Application
submission
Reconciliation/
Outcomes/Transfer
of value submissions
Grant
quality check

Grant/Project
assessment,
refund processing,
and closure

Active/Interim
outcomes
Medical affairs
grant review
Legal
grant review

Letter of
agreement/eSign

More information
Grant review process

Metrics reporting is possible at all times throughout the life cycle of the grant

iEnvision – The global medical affairs platform
The rapidly evolving medical affairs functional landscape and its growing

iEnvision is an advanced software platform supporting medical affairs-led

importance within pharmaceutical companies is accompanied by an

business transformation, operational excellence, and connectivity –

increasingly complex world of stakeholder and partner interactions,

purpose-built to help strategically plan and manage medical evidence

connections, and compliance requirements.

generation, grant programs, and communication activities.

IMPROVES
EFFICIENCY

AIDS
COMPLIANCE

DELIVERS
IMPACT

• Reduce internal support and training needs

• Align processes with industry standards

• Identify gaps in evidence

• Complete processes in a timely manner

• Create auditable project records

• Achieve organizational goals

• Achieve seamless collaboration

• Maintain visibility and governance

• Align medical and communication

of both global and local activities

For further information, or to arrange a demonstration,
please contact enquiries@envisionpharmagroup.com
envisionpharmagroup.com
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